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Walking a mile in the shoes of a small-scale filler

Not every filling plant gets to have impressive carrousels and a daily output of many thousands of cylinders. In many cases, the right
solution is something much, much smaller. With this newsletter, we want to showcase and celebrate the small filling solutions. Even
though it may sometimes feel like a fight between David and Goliath, small fillers take up the battle against larger, more resourceful
and financially stronger fillers. How do they do that, one might wonder? It's all about finding a competitive edge.

We found four small-scale filling plants across the globe and told their stories - their challenges and their successes, to see what it is
like to walk a mile in their shoes. Some are independent fillers with only one small filling location, and others are a small branch of a
larger organisation.

Take a closer look at each of the four small-scale fillers below.

Old equipment receives a much needed upgrade

Failing equipment and low capacity was becoming a
genuine headache for this plant's owners. The output
had fallen so far behind the demand that it was
experiencing a shortfall of 250 cylinders per day!
Something had to be done. Despite unforeseen
challenges, Kosan Crisplant helped this small filling plant
in northern Cameroon become able to meet the demand
for LPG in its region.

Filling out of containers in Sweden's outskirts

300 kilometres north of Stockholm in the outskirts of
Sundsvall, a small-scale, Swedish filler set up shop in
two containers. He is located miles from anywhere but
his customers know where to find him and they keep
coming back to top up their cylinders. Fillers in this
vicinity are hard to come by, so this small-scale filler is
making a very decent living processing merely 150-200
cylinders a day.

AEGPL: Come meet KC

Come join us in booths no.
G8-G9+H8-H9 for the 2017
AEGPL Congress in Lisbon
Congress Centre, Portugal, from
21-22 June 2017.

We look forward to greeting you
at the event.
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Learn how KCFiLL1 improved the filling accuracy »

Check out how Liquigas solved their problem. »

Safe and happy LPG consumers in Nepal

Keeping expenses at a minimum was imperative when
the Nepalese first mover and small-scale filler, Koshi Gas
Udyog, decided to invest in a plant upgrade. The
customer purchased ten KCFiLL1 machines and had a
local supplier produce both the structure on which the
KCFiLL1 machines are mounted and the conveyor
system for cylinder handling - a solution tailored to their
specific needs and budget.

Accurate filling at a low cost

Not every cylinder filling need can justify a big
investment. In the case of Liquigas' filling plant in
Cremona, Italy, the number of camping cylinders to be
filled was so small that most high-quality LPG cylinder
filling systems would be both too complex and too costly
for the job. Liquigas looked for a filling machine that was
both affordable and technologically advanced.
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